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Abstract 

A genetically engineered diploid yeast strain named yJC2, was specifically developed 

for environmental mutagen detection and characterization of induced mutations. This strain 

contains one copy of the human TP53 tumour suppressor gene coding sequence which is used 

as a molecular target for mutagens and two copies of the ADE2 reporter gene allowing 

accurate measurement of the TP53 transcriptional activity. The strain sensitivity to mutagens 

was evaluated by exposing cells to UVC, 4-nitroquinoline (NQO) or to an organic extract of 

sediment from the Seine estuary. For all studied mutagens, a significant and dose-dependent 

increase of mutant frequency was observed. The present assay named FACIM II (Functional 

Analysis of Chemical-Induced TP53 Mutations) is more convenient than the FACIM I and 

more inducible than the SOS Chromotest to detect direct-acting mutagens in the environment. 
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 In the aquatic environment, living organisms are exposed to complex mixtures of 

pollutants, some are potent mutagen including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), 

organic solvents and aromatic amine, etc (Watenabe et al., 2005; Cachot et al., 2006). These 

compounds can induce DNA damage which may lead to deleterious or heritable mutations, 

cancer or embryo lethality. It has been shown that co-exposure to UV can potentiate toxicity 

of certain mutagens such as PAH to aquatic larvae (Peachey, 2005). Detection of 

environmental mutagens is thus a major issue for preservation of natural ecosystems. 

Accordingly a new assay named FACIM II was specifically designed to assess mutagenicity 

of chemicals or radiations and to allow identification of induced mutations at the TP53 locus.  

An in vitro version of the FACIM assay was previously developed (Cachot et al., 2004). 

In the present assay the human TP53 tumour suppressor gene cDNA as well as two functional 

copies of the reporter ADE2 gene under the transcriptional control of the TP53 protein were 

integrated into the genome of a diploid yeast strain by gap repair. The TP53 cDNA serves as a 

molecular target for mutagens while the reporter system allows accurate evaluation of the 

TP53 functional status. Yeasts expressing a mutant form of the TP53 protein are unable to 

activate expression of the ADE2 reporter gene. After plating onto an adenine-depleted 

medium, mutant ADE2- mutant colonies turn red or pink due (no activation or impaired 

activation at the reporter gene) to accumulation of an intermediate in adenine biosynthesis 

while wild-type ADE2+ colonies are white. 

For UV exposure, yJC2 cells were grown to log phase (A600nm of 0.4) and then plated 

onto selective solid medium. Plates were then exposed to 254 nm UV C radiations generated 

from a germicidal lamp (Bioblock) for 0, 106, 213, 320 and 426 J/m2. For exposure to 4-
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nitroquinoline-1-oxide (NQO) or organic extract, yJC2 cells were grown up to log phase in an 

appropriate selective medium and were then exposed for 2 hours to 0-520 nM of NQO or to 

1% (v/v) DMSO. Three replicates were performed for each treatment condition. After four 

days of culture at 30°C and one more day at 4°C (for colour development), red, pink and 

white colonies were counted in each plate. Mutant frequencies were calculated by dividing the 

number of red and pink colonies by the total number of colonies. Yeast cell survival was 

determined by calculating the ratio of the total number of colonies in each assay to the total 

number of colonies in control plates. Results were compared to the SOS developed by 

Quillardet and Hofnung (1996). 

Following exposure to UVC a significant and dose-dependent increase in mutant 

frequency and decrease of cell survival were observed (Fig. 1A). The mutant frequency was 

always significantly (p<0.005) above the background level, except with the lowest UV dose 

(106 J/m2). At the highest tested dose (426 J/m2), a 79-fold increase in mutant frequency over 

the background level was observed. In the meantime cell survival decreased 6-fold. Using the 

haploid yeast indicator yeast strain yIG397 and an in vitro exposure protocol, Moshinsky and 

Wogan (1997) and Inga et al. (1998) reported a 17 to 18-fold increase of mutant frequencies 

following exposure to 300 J/m2 of UVC. 

Following exposure to NQO a significant and dose-dependent decrease in cell survival 

and increase in mutant frequency were observed (Fig. 1B). All treatments except the lowest 

NQO concentration (0.005 µM) induced a significant (p<0.005) increase of mutant 

frequencies in comparison to DMSO-exposed cells. At the higher test concentration (0.5 µM) 

a 78-fold increase of mutant frequency and a 18-fold decrease of cell survival were observed. 

At the same NQO concentration and using a micro-plate version of the SOS Chromotest 

(White et al., 1996), a 8-fold increase of the SOS induction factor (IF) was observed (data not 
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shown). In the meantime, limits of detection for both tests were very close, 0.016 µM and 

0.025 µM for the SOS Chromotest and the FACIM II, respectively. 

The genotoxic potency of a crude organic extract of sediments collected in Oissel (Seine 

estuary, France) in June 2005 (Cachot et al., 2006) was evaluated using both the SOS 

Chromotest (Quillardet and Hofnung, 1985) and the FACIM II. Concordant results were 

obtained with both tests. A clear dose-dependent increase of the SOS IF (Fig. 2A) and the 

mutant frequency (Fig. 2B) were observed. The maximum SOS IF achieved 1.7 while the 

mutant frequency increased 3-fold in comparison to the control solvent. These positive 

responses were obtained without addition of a S9 fraction indicating that this sediment sample 

contained organic pollutants with direct genotoxic activity. A previous study has already 

shown that sediments from the upper Seine estuary were genotoxic (Cachot et al., 2006) but 

this the first evidence of the presence of direct-acting mutagens.These preliminary results 

suggest that the FACIM II represent a sensitive bioassay to evaluate mutagenicity of direct-

acting mutagens either pure or in complex mixture. This assay could also allow identification 

of mutations and characterization of mutation spectra induced by different classes of 

mutagens. Finally it was demonstrated that sediments from the upper Seine estuary contain 

direct-acting mutagens, which may represent a threat to aquatic species living in this area. 
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Figure captions  

 

Fig. 1. Mutant frequencies and cell survival for diploid yJC2 yeast cells exposed to several 

doses of 254 nm UVC radiations (A) or several concentrations of NQO (B). 

 

Fig. 2. Genotoxic activity of a sediment organic extract from the upper Seine estuary 

measured using either the SOS Chromotest (a) or the FACIM II assay (b). SOS Chromotest 

was performed as described by Quillardet and Hofnung [7] without S9 addition. 
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Figure 1 
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b) 

y = 29.774x + 0.318
R2 = 0.9829
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Figure 2 
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b) 

y = -0.0566x2 + 0.2798x + 0.1142
R2 = 0.7644
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